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Remotely sensed northern vegetation response to changing climate: growing season 
and productivity perspective  
Vegetation growing season and maximum photosynthetic state determine spatiotemporal 
variability of seasonal total gross primary productivity of vegetation. Recent warming 
induced impacts accelerate shifts on growing season and physiological status over 
Northern vegetated land. Thus, understanding and quantifying these changes are very 
important. Here, we first investigate how vegetation growing season and maximum 
photosynthesis state are evolved and how such components contribute on inter-annual 
variation of seasonal total gross primary productivity. Furthermore, seasonally different 
response of northern vegetation to changing temperature and water availability is also 
investigated. We utilized both long-term remotely sensed data to extract larger scale 
growing season metrics (growing season start, end and duration) and productivity (i.e., 
growing season summed vegetation index, GSSVI) for answering these questions. We 
find that regionally diverged growing season shift and maximum photosynthetic state 
contribute differently characterized productivity inter-annual variability and trend. Also 
seasonally different response of vegetation gives different view of spatially varying 
interaction between vegetation and climate. These results highlight spatially and 
temporally varying vegetation dynamics and are reflective of biome-specific responses of 
northern vegetation to changing climate.  
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